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Can Art & Stamps Coexist? 

For National Stamp Collecting Month, I was pleased to see a discussion on the APS Facebook 

page and in The American Philatelist about how we all can promote stamp collecting. 

I am an artist who uses postage stamps in creating my collage art. I had the pleasure of meeting 

Brian Jones, the president of the local stamp club in San Jose a few years ago. Brian is concerned 

about the lack of new stamp enthusiasts, so he invited me to come give a presentation on stamp art 

at one of their meetings. The idea I wanted to share was that art with stamps could be just the thing 

to get a new person interested in stamps, or to remind someone of their charm all over again. 

I would classify myself as “slightly obsessed” with post-age stamps. I belong to a correspondence 

art group that meets in San Francisco once a month to create mail art projects and share collage art 

made with postage stamps. We are all huge stamp enthusiasts, and yet I can safely say that few of 

us, if any, keep stamps in an album or collect them as traditional stamp collectors do. We typically 

keep bunches of loose stamps — older, newer, definitives, commemoratives, all mixed together 

— in large Ziploc bags where we can quickly locate a random stamp or two, based on what a cur-

rent collage is shaping up to be. We use glue sticks, scissors, rubber stamps, inks, or other color 

mediums to add to our creations. 

I described this process in the presentation and received quite a few horrified looks. No tongs when 

handling stamps? No hinges when mounting stamps? No and no. It’s so interesting to me that 

stamp enthusiasts can agree that we appreciate and respect stamps, and yet value them so 

differently. After my presentation one lovely gentleman said, “You know, I was prepared to not 

like anything you had to say about stamp art, but I’m glad you came. You’ve made me realize that 

it’s possible to collect in a different way.” 

I understand that not everyone may think this is an appropriate way to keep and use postage stamps 

(as I experienced first-hand from my presentation), but I do think that those of us who have an 

active interest in preserving philately need to consider alternative ways to engage new followers. 

There is value in using art to promote stamp collecting. It’s also a way to get postage stamps in 

front of many sets of eyes, rather than keeping them hidden away in albums. 

Margarete Miller  

Los Gatos, California 
 

 


